Clarification about the discussion of cp-2021-136
Denis-Didier Rousseau

As co-editor in chief of Climate of the Past, I just would like to remind the scientific community about the interactive review process (see https://www.climate-of-the-past.net/peer_review/interactive_review_process.html).

Climate of the Past offers different types of interactive comments, and among them, community comments which can be submitted for immediate non-peer-reviewed appearance alongside the preprint (manuscript in discussion):

"The community comments can be posted by any registered member of the scientific community (free online registration). Such comments are attributed, i.e. posted under the name of the commentator. The interactive discussion is supervised but not actively moderated by the editors, who have the option of censoring comments that are not of substantial nature or of direct relevance to the issues raised in the manuscript in discussion or which contain personal insults. Authors are advised to follow the discussion of their preprint and to notify the Copernicus Publications Editorial Support and the handling editor in case of abusive comments. The CP editorial board reserves the right to exclude abusive commentators."

Therefore when posting a comment, the community is considered to have read and acknowledged these requirements.

All the very best

denis-didier Rousseau CP co-editor in chief on behalf of CP co-editors in chief)